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Nowadays both the research community and industry have a strong and increasing interest in the behavior of single impurities in semiconductor material. Commercial devices have reached the limit where single impurities can dominate the transport properties and where interfaces can affect the properties of impurities. For example in nanoscale devices Sellier et al. [1] investigated transport through single dopants in gated nanowires. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is an excellent tool to probe and manipulate on this length scale. Wildöer et al. [2] showed that charges can be induced on a small grain by the STM tip. Repp et al. [3] reported the manipulation of Au adatoms on a NaCl film, where they used a voltage pulse to switch between two geometric configurations, which was accompanied by a charge manipulation. In this Letter we report on the manipulation of single electrons on a single donor in a dynamic manner, which does not need a structural modification. We can consider this process as a pure ionization, closely resembling operational devices. This opens the possibility to study donor-donor interactions and to measure the binding energy of individual donors.

We will demonstrate this effect on the well-known system Si:GaAs, which has been studied by several groups [4–8]. Our system behaves the same at voltages far from 0 V [4–6] and we used this to identify the observed features to be Si donors. At negative voltages we observe Friedel oscillations [7] and at high positive voltages the donors are positively ionized. The extra positive charge causes the bands to drop and results in an enhanced tunnel current, which is visualized in STM by a protrusion in the topography images. In contrast to the measurements presented in Refs. [4–8], we observe an extra feature. At relatively low positive voltages we observe sharp circular features around the donors, that we ascribe to the ionization of the donor due to the tip induced band bending (TIBB). In Si doped GaAs with a doping concentration \( n_{\text{Si}} = 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) one finds that the lateral extension of the TIBB is of the same order as the radius of the tip apex [9]. For studying the ionization process, the lateral extension of the TIBB needs to be in the order of a few nanometer and therefore ultrasharp tips are needed.

We use electrochemically etched tungsten tips [10], which are glowed at \( \sim 1300 \text{ K} \). Afterwards the tips are sputtered by argon in ultrahigh vacuum, with a base pressure of \( 10^{-10} \text{ mbar} \). By this procedure we obtain clean, stable and ultrasharp tips, with a radius of curvature of the tip apex of a few nanometers, verified by scanning electron microscopy images. The measurements are performed at low temperature (LT), with two setups: a homebuilt LT STM and an Omicron LT STM.

Figure 1(a) shows a constant current topography image at 2 V and 100 pA. The donors are identified by their topographic contrast at negative voltages, where Friedel oscillations appear [7,8], as well as by spectroscopic be-

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Shows a constant current topography image at 2 V and 100 pA. Two donors are surrounded by a disk of enhanced topographic height. The atomic corrugation is not disturbed by the disks. In (b) cross sections through another donor at different voltages are shown. At the edge of the disk a jump in the topographic height is seen, indicated by the arrows.
behavior at positive and negative voltages. In contrast to former measurements on Si donors in GaAs, a disk of enhanced topographic height is visible around the donor. The atomic corrugation is not disturbed by the disk. The size of the disk depends on the applied voltage, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The topographic section shows that the edge of the disk appears as an instantaneous step, indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1(b). The width of the step is $<0.5 \, \text{Å}$, indicating that the disk is not related to local density of states effects. We will show that the step in the topography images is due to ionization of the donor.

We start our discussion with the description of the ionization mechanism, which is schematically shown in Fig. 2. When the tip is laterally far away from the donor [Fig. 2(a)], the bands on top of the donors are flat and are not influenced by the tip [Fig. 2(b)]. Since the measurements are done at 5 K, the thermal energy is much smaller than the ionization energy and the donors are neutral. If the tip is close to the donor [Fig. 2(c)], the bands are lifted at positive sample bias [Fig. 2(d)], and the donor level is pulled up as well. When the donor level is pulled above the onset of the conduction band in the bulk, the electron tunnels into the conduction band [Fig. 2(d)]. The Coulomb field of the ionized donor causes the bands at the surface to drop; therefore, the amount of states available for tunneling is enhanced. This results in an instantaneous enhancement of the tunnel current, leading to a retraction of the tip, as seen in Fig. 1(b). A similar feature was reported for a different system by Pradhan et al. [11].

The ionization process depends on the TIBB on top of the donor, which can be manipulated in three different manners: (i) changing the radial distance between the tip and the donor, simply by moving the tip laterally; (ii) increasing the applied voltage, which enhances the TIBB. At sufficiently low voltage the donor is neutral, and above a threshold voltage it is ionized; (iii) reducing the tip sample distance, which also enhances the TIBB. All three methods have been experimentally explored in detail and quantitatively agree with our calculations.

The ionization by laterally approaching the donor can be seen in constant current topography images. The edge of the disk in Fig. 1(a) represents the ionization of the donor. The disk diameter depends on the depth of the donor below the surface [12].

The proposed ionization mechanism predicts larger disks for higher tip sample voltages, which was experimentally investigated and confirmed by voltage dependent topography images and spatially resolved spectroscopy (STS). Figure 3(a) shows the topography image of the STS data set shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). In the differential conductance images the edge of the disk appears as a ring. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show such a ring measured at 1.9 and 2.2 V, respectively. The images confirm that the diameter increases with voltage. Figure 3(d) shows a cross section through the spectroscopy map along the dashed line in 3(a). The hyperbola of higher differential conductivity corresponds to the diameter of the ring as a function of voltage. According to the proposed mechanism the donor ionizes at a certain TIBB; therefore, we expect the ring to follow a line with constant TIBB.

The contour lines of the calculated TIBB are added to the images 3(d) and 3(e), where we used the procedure described in Ref. [9] to calculate the TIBB in 3D. To extract the flatband condition, which is an essential parameter, we measured the effective barrier height simultaneously with the STS data [13]. For the data set shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d) we found the flat band condition at 0.1 V. For another measurement [Fig. 3(e)] the flatband condition occurred at $-1.0 \, \text{V}$. Different flatband conditions stem from the range of observed tip work functions. The work function of bulk tungsten strongly differs if the surface is not perfectly flat [14,15]. For the measurement shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(d) the ring follows a calculated TIBB of $(180 \pm 50) \, \text{meV}$ and for the measurement shown in 3(e) the ring follows a calculated TIBB of $(150 \pm 50) \, \text{meV}$. The TIBB calculations strongly depend on the tip sample distance, the tip shape, the flatband condition, and the (local) doping concentration. Some of these input parameters are unfortunately not known accurately in STM experiments. Within the range of reasonable values no unique fit can be found, due to correlations in the parameter space. This range of possible TIBB values results in the uncertainty of $\pm 50 \, \text{meV}$.

As a next step we changed the TIBB on top of the donor by varying the tip sample distance. The experimental result
The disk diameter was extracted from topography images, where the current setpoint was varied from 5 pA to 3 nA, while the bias voltage was kept constant at 0.4 V. To convert the current setpoint into a tip sample distance, we used the exponential dependence $I \propto \exp(-2\kappa \Delta z)$. In good agreement with the literature [16], $\kappa$ was measured at $(1.10 \pm 0.04)$ Å$^{-1}$. The resulting variation of the tip sample distance is almost 3 Å in our experiment. Again, we performed TIBB calculations to quantitatively check the experimental disk diameters. In order to make this analysis the absolute distance between tip and sample (\(z_{\text{tip}}\)) has to be known, but in STM only the relative change $\Delta z$ is known accurately. We assumed a typical tip sample distance of 5 Å at 20 pA and 0.4 V [16–18]. This corresponds to $\Delta z = 0$ Å in Fig. 3(f). Varying this value leads to a horizontal shift of the data points in Fig. 3(f) with respect to the calculated lines. The measurements are performed on exactly the same donor and with the same tip as the spectroscopy measurement shown in Fig. 3(e). With the same set of parameters as found to fit the voltage dependence of the ring diameter in Fig. 3(e), we find that the ring follows a calculated TIBB of 145 meV, which is very close to the value of 150 meV found for the voltage dependence measurement. The good agreement between both approaches supports the proposed ionization mechanism.

We use the steps in the tunnel current in the STS data to obtain detailed spatial information of the donor’s electrostatic potential. The Coulomb potential of a single atomic charge $e^+$ is mapped with Å resolution. In Fig. 4(a) spectra on the free surface (solid line) are compared with spectra taken on top of a donor (dotted line). All spectra are normalized to a flat plane [10] to remove any crosstalk from the topographic contrast of the donor. In the spectrum taken directly on top of the donor a sharp current jump is visible at about 1.3 V which is caused by the ionization of...
the donor. At voltages below 1.3 V the curves overlap. For higher voltages the ionized donor gives rise to an enhanced current. This is schematically shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a). We assume that the ionized donor pulls down the bands, which enhances the number of states available for tunneling, and thus enhances the tunnel current, compared to the free surface. On the free surface a higher voltage $V_f$ is needed to obtain the same amount of available states for tunneling, which results in the same amount of current $I$. Therefore the data curve after the jump is manually shifted by a certain voltage, $\Delta V$, until the current is the same (dashed line). The two curves overlap perfectly for higher voltages. This voltage shift directly gives the Coulomb potential originating from the ionized donor. We measured the voltage shift, with the same procedure, as a function of distance to the donor center. The dots in Fig. 4(b) are the measured voltage shift. The measured voltage shift is the potential of the donor directly at the surface, which is illustrated with the solid line in the inset of Fig. 4(b). The potential of a charge which is near an interface of a dielectric and the vacuum can be solved analytically with an electrostatic approach using image charges [19]. According to this solution the potential directly at the interface should behave like a Coulomb potential, with a modified dielectric constant $\varepsilon_{r,\text{eff}} = (\varepsilon_{r,\text{vac}} + \varepsilon_{r,\text{GaAs}})/2\varepsilon_{r,\text{vac}}$. In GaAs the bulk value of $\varepsilon_{r} = 13.1$ [20], we would expect to find a value of about 7. Therefore we determined the fitted Coulomb potential by the depth of the donor below the surface and $\varepsilon_{r}$, which can be extracted independently. Additionally, a topographic image taken on this donor at negative voltages was used to determine that the donor is in an even layer [4,21]. The depth of the donor below the surface thus has to be a multiple of the double layer thickness, 4 Å. The fitting process was done for $\varepsilon_{r}$, and for a donor in three different even monolayers. Figure 4(b) presents the best fit for a donor 4 Å below the surface (dotted line) with an $\varepsilon_{r} = 12.4$, a donor 8 Å below the surface (solid line) with an $\varepsilon_{r} = 8$, and a donor 12 Å below the surface (dashed line) with an $\varepsilon_{r} = 6.2$. The best correlation was obtained for a donor depth of 4 monolayers. The measurement was performed on three different donors. In all measurements the value of $\varepsilon_{r}$ for the best fit was $(8 \pm 1)$. This is close to the expected value following the classical half-space approach.

We have shown that the charge state of individual donors can be precisely controlled by STM in a dynamic manner. The dependence of the ring diameter on the voltage and the current setpoint proves that the donor state can be ionized by moving the tip laterally, enhancing the voltage or reducing the tip sample distance. We use this ionization process to measure the Coulomb potential originating from a single ionized donor, which further validates the proposed ionization mechanism. Manipulating the charge of individual donors opens new possibilities, e.g., studying donor-donor interactions and measuring the binding energy of individual donors.
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